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The vineyards, property of the winery Godeval, are situated on the slaty slopes

of the valley of River Sil, in Xagoaza, and this distinguishes the original expression

of the Godello variety. It´s fruit obtains the perfect wrapping in the expression

of a wine full of universality and this way it is known as one of the best white

wines in the world.

Wine-tasting Green tinge colour

with nacreous glints, freshly attractive to the sight.

It possesses an excellent and powerful bouquet. It

is deep, elegant and reminiscent to fruit tree.

On the palate it is light, soft and pleasant. The sharp

and sweet touch of this wine makes it very personal

and balanced, with a marked structure.

This wine can be enjoyed with seafood, fish, low

seasoned meat, mushrooms and mild cheeses.





Godeval wineries presents this limited edition of 6,600 bottles, as a result of selected grapes from their emblematic 

vineyard "Pancho", one of the oldest vineyard and marked by its special slate soil and microclimate within the Atlantic-

continental climate  that affects the Valdeorras region (Ourense).  

Godeval Revival manifests all the aromatic and gustatory component of Godello variety, once grapes were submitted to 

a cryo-maceration process. During 3 years, we have defined the parameters of its elaboration with a research project in 

cooperation with the organism EVEGA (Enological and Viticultural Galician Station).

 

This new wine is a tribute to REVIVAL Project 

(Restructuration of Valdeorras Vineyards) developed in 

Valdeorras and responsible for the recovery of Godello 

variety in the 70´s. Source of inspiration that it has joined to 

the objective of Bodegas Godeval that has always been 

present "seek the greatest expression of the Godello". 

Our wineyard, known as “Pancho” is

situated on the right side of the valley, crossed by Sil river, 

with rows of vineyards orientated to East-West and with 

south exposure of them. This vineyard situated on a sunny 

slope, with special microclimate that benefits a good 

ripening and healthy grapes. Accompanied by a soil and 

subsoil made of 100% slate. 

Tasting, 
 The colour: dressed with yellow and many green hints, 

friendly and fresh to the sight. Pronounced aromatic 

intensity with a great personality. 

On the nose: highlights its aromatic intensity and a great 

personality. In fruity flavours include citrus, lime, pink 

grapefruit and notes between herbaceous and citrus of 

ginger. In the background appear white fruit, water pear, 

apple and exotic hints of stone fruit like peaches. 

Memories vegetable fennel, bay leaf and mint also appear. 

On the palate: certainly speaks its intensity, persistence 

and balanced acidity. It is silky and enveloping with a great 

aromatic finish and a slight bitterness. Over the years it 

will offer a wide range of sensations.  
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RE.VI.VAL

Godeval winery presents this limited edition of 6,600 bottles, resulting 
from a selection of grapes from our emblematic vineyard “Pancho”. It is 
one of the oldest vineyards, marked by its special slate soil and microcli-
mate within the Atlantic continental climate, which affects the Valdeo-
rras region (Ourense). Godeval Revival manifests all the aromatic and 
gustatory components of the Godello varietal, once the grapes have 
undergone a cryo-maceration process. During the past 3 years, we have 
defined the parameters of its collaboration with a research project in 
cooperation with the organisation EVEGA (Enological and Viticultural 
Galician Station).

Our vineyard

Our vineyard, known as “Pancho” is on the right side of the valley, 
crossed by Sil River, with rows of vineyards orientated to East-West and 
with a southern exposure. This vineyard is on a sunny slope, with a 
special microclimate that provides a good ripening and healthy develop-
ment of the grapes. The soil and subsoil consists of 100% slate.

TASTING NOTE:

BOTTLE: Available in 75cl bottle.

The colour: dressed with yellow and many green hints, is 
friendly and fresh to the eye. The pronounced aromatic 
intensity gives it a great personality.

On the nose: in addition to the aromatic intensity and, 
great personality, the fruity flavours, including citrus, lime, 
pink grapefruit and notes between herbaceous, citrus and 
ginger, give this wine great character. In the background 
appear white fruit, water pear, apple and exotic hints of 
stone fruit like peaches. Hints of fennel, bay leaf and mint 
also appear.

On the palate: certainly speaks its intensity, persistence 
and balanced acidity. It is silky and enveloping with a great 
aromatic finish and a slight bitterness. Over the years, it 
will provoke a wide range of sensations.

OurWines



Coffee liqueur
It is obtained from the liqueur Godello

variety, distilled by the Godeval winery.

Its colour is dark mahogany with a touch

of chestnut-coloured green. It exposes

on the nose a clean bouquet

combination, of medium intensity, with

a clear hint of natural coffee, caramel,

coffee dregs and toffee reminiscence.

There is a sticky attack, with sugary

and tart sensations coming through

that bring kindness and simplicity, and

a liquorice lingering finish.

It is white spirit that proceeds from the controlled

fermentation of the refuse of Godello grapes after

pressing; afterwards distilled separating bunches

and bottoms to exploit to the maximum the

aromatic potential of this variety.

It is colourless and crystalline to the sight; delicate

and fruit-bearing (Williams pear) on the nose; with

fine herbs and a certain balsamic touch. There is

a soft attack, with a high range of balsamic flavours

and nuts coming through. It has a pleasant tact

and broad hints, with a persistent and perfumed

scent.

Rewarded with a golden medal at the World

Contest of Brussels in 2004 and prized in 2008

with the Gallaecian Distinction by the Galician

Association of Sommeliers.

Herbs liqueur
It is obtained from the white liqueur Godello variety, distilled

by the Godeval winery. Its colour is amber yellow, intense

and bright to the sight. It is clean and very herbal on the

nose, where it opens out to clear notes of fennel with

reminiscence of thyme, marjoram and complex tea leaf.

There is a moderate sweetness attack and a great aromatic

wideness, with a touch of balsamic herbs with high personality.

It was rewarded by the Galician Association of Sommeliers

with the Gallaecian Distinction in 2008.

Orujo spirit



Spirits and Liqueurs

Old Spirit 
It is obtained from the white spirits produced by the 

Godeval winery. It is aged and riped in oak barrels 

for 12 years in the peaceful installations of the 

monastery. 

It has an amber coppery colour, slightly iodine. On 

the nose there are new wood aromas, notes of 

vanilla, with a nutty background, popcorn, peach 

and riped melon hints and a reminiscent of 

bourbon. There is a dry, intense attack, with a deep 

tannin tip, balsamic senses in its smell and a 

toasted resolute end. 



PRESIDENT OF GODEVAL AND WINE maker

Biography Horacio Fernández Presa is

the “alma mater” of the Godeval winery; its founder

and maker of his wines. Born in Armunia (León), in

1932; he formed himself as an Agricultural Engineering

Technician and took his first responsibilities as the

director of the palm crops for the Spanish Company

of the Gulf of Guinea. In 1966 he became a member

of the Agrarian Service Extension of the region of

Valdeorras as the Manager of the Area. This is when

he begins a passionate and close relationship with

the vine, which lingers on today.

Giving an answer to the requirements of the Central Services looking for feasible options to the

depressing and out of phased grape and wine growing of the area of Valdeorras, Horacio

Fernández created in 1974 the REVIVAL plan: REstructuring of the VIneyards of VALdeorras.

For this project he relied on the invaluable cooperation and support of one of the greatest

figures in Spanish wine experts, the professor Luis Hidalgo.

The essential point of the RE.VI.VAL. Project was the retrieval of the autochthonous variety

Godello and its cultivation to substitute other prevailing foreign varieties, although less adapted

in this Galician region. Horacio Fernández, responsible for the RE.VI.VAL. Plan, took the

agronomical task of brilliantly resolving the similarity standards of the Godello variety with

American stocks, its formation, vine pruning and plantation density. A big diplomatic effort was

necessary; essential to overcome the initial reluctance of most of the vine growers of the area.
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The RE.VI.VAL. Plan was good for the establishment of a new way of grape and wine growing

in Valdeorras; giving a professional definition to Godello wine before the Galician Wine experts

Station existed. His Majesty the King D. Juan Carlos, in recognition of this task, badged Horacio

Fernández in 1978 with an Agricultural Worthy Medal, highlighting his unstoppable, innovating,

passionate and humble personality, also emphasizing the services he had done for the region

of Valdeorras as for Galician wines in general. Years later, in 1999, the Xunta of Galicia granted

him with the Bronze Medal of Castelao due to his work recuperating the Godello variety.

Godeval Winery has turned out to be an essential reference for white wines with quality because

of its impressive evolution. Horacio Fernández, a man who´s life has been totally dedicated

to the wine industry has come out with a philosophy to make wine and enjoy it. For this wine

producer “No grapes you wouldn´t eat yourself should come in the cellar…”that´s the advice

I give to our vintagers”. He also says “The wine that makes me struggle while I´m drinking it

won´t be the wine (as a consumer) that will satisfy me”.

Thanks to the first tasks of Horacio Fernández, nowadays, the Godello wines with the Appellation

of Valdeorras have a great international prestige. Godeval Winery, year by year keeps on

harvesting new rewards and distinctions.
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The winery Godeval was founded in 1987 and it is located in the historical building of the
monastery of Saint Miguel of Xagoaza which beginnings date from the 12th Century.

History This medieval ensemble was one of the most important religious, cultural and official spots in the Valley of

Valdeorras and nowadays it is considered a significant masterpiece of the area.

In its beginnings it was owned by the Prior of the Templar Knights. The first historical references appeared in 1092 at the tomb

of San Pedro de Montes. This tomb offers important details that prove that Xagoaza was a special place for illustrious figures

and monarchs, where they used to rest during their long journeys through the Northern Peninsular.

Afterwards, in 1252, it was passed onto the Military Order of San Juan de Jerusalem (later on called “Orden de Malta”), which

was rebuilt it in the 18th Century and its symbol, the Maltese Cross, that has stayed there on the upper part of the Romanesque

church ever since.

Life and death, splendor and decadence carried on during the centuries within the stones of Xagoaza. Oblivion did the rest

of it until it deteriorated in to ruins, being used by farmers and farmer workers of the area to keep their farming tools.

Then Godeval took the initiative of recuperating the Monastery of Xagoaza and in 1988 the repairment and restoration of the

medieval building took place, and also the construction of the surroundings to the make the winery. The silent witnesses of

the stones that had seen part of the history of Valdeorras started to take on life with an ambitious project: the creation of

a wine that would focus the future vine-growing of this land.

The history and the most advanced technology were put together to create the prestigious Godello of Valdeorras.

The wine-cellar Bodegas Godeval for the fermentation,

Godeval has the latest technology plus the noble vocation of its founders to

put together all the best that tradition can offer. Since its foundation, quality

comes before quantity, so its production is approximately of 120,000 litres, self

made exclusively with Godello grapes from its 17 wonderful hectares of their

own vineyards.

The winery installations are located in the same place of the Monastery of Xagoaza

(12th Century); its old thick stone walls not only offer a beautiful look, but also the

isolation does its own to create the wine.
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The vineyard Wine crops in Valdeorras are very ancient as we

know by archeological and literary references that reveal how the roman’s developed

an interesting vine growing activity in the slaty and granitic slopes on the border

of River Sil.

The vineyards of Winery Godeval were planted during the period of the 70´s – 80´s by the founders of the cellar on the most

uprising slopes of the region. The mid-age of the vine plant is over 18 years old. A big amount of these vineyards are

orientated to the South, which guarranties the sunstroke that leads to a perfect ripeness. On the other hand, the propensity

of the surface, the slaty soil and the stockade plantations guaranty a proper ventilation and health for the grapes.

Those who take care of this environment use integrated production techniques that respect to the maximum this ecosystem.

Due to the orography, the grape harvest is totally manual. Just contemplating and knowing all this assures the wine´s quality

and its cause.

The grape It´s well known that the grape and its treatment determine

the qualities of the wine (its colour, bouquets and texture). The grape Godello is

an indigenous variety cultivated ancestrally in the region of Valdeorras, and with

this variety, an interesting natural symbiosis was born. Due to the low yield, the

grape variety was replaced for another one with a better production, and the

Godeval wine cellar made an enormous effort –initially misunderstood- to recuperate

it in the area. Nowadays, this variety is considered as one of the best white varieties

because of its character and personality.

Its bouquet is frutal (peach and ripe apple), floral and herbal, with anise and mint hints. The Godello grape not only has an

extraordinary potential, but also has a powerful lactic character that makes wines with wide, exquisite and enormous

personality.

How it was suggested; even though today it´s the predominant variety of the area, Godello was not always present in

Valdeorras: In 1911 there was a late filoxeric attack in the region that nearly ended with the Godello vineyards. This situation

forced the proprietors to replant their stocks. The first varieties to be use were Palomino and Jerez, producing a big amount

of wine, although it was very unexpressive and standard.
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Everything changed during the decade of the seventies with RE.VI.VAL (REstructuring of the Vineyards´ of VALdeorras); all

programmed and impulsed by Horacio Fernández Presa, who at the time was the Agricultural Engineering Technician of the

Service, and is nowadays the President and wine expert of Godeval. The objective of this project was to find the genuineness

of the appel lat ion Valdeorras recuperat ing indigenous var iet ies and elevat ing the wines´ qual i ty.

Many studies defined Godello as a white variety nearly in extinction but that was found dispersed in ancient vineyards with

a percentage of 0.005 % with regard to other varieties in the area. The reasons of opinion in the lives of old vine growers of

the territory made the decision of choosing the Godello variety appropriately.

In 1986, the vineyards that were supervised by the RE.VI.VAL plan and owned by S.A.T. Godeval-Godello Society of Valdeorras

started their production. Those responsible of Godeval took the initiative of putting on the market the result of their efforts

with the profit from their 17 hectare vineyards, offering a superb young wine, soft, aromatic and fruity, which corresponds

clearly to the conception of a magnificent monovarietal wine. This trail opened its way for other wine cellars.

Climate and soil The area where the vineyards and

the vat cellar are located has a continental climate with a sharp Atlantic

influence. The average annual temperature is of 11 Degrees Celsius with

an absolute maximum of 33 Degrees Celsius and a minimum of -5 Degrees

Celsius. The annual precipitations are between 800 and 1000 mm.

Between March and September, the temperature in Valdeorras is mild or lightly high, with a predomination of dry and sunny

weather. During this period there are occasional rains due to the Atlantic fronts that fluctuate between 200 and 300 mm.

The soils on which the vineyards are settled proceed from ordovicic slates. The soil is particularly convenient because it retains little

water, it makes the drainage easier and it stimulates a deep development of the radicular system. These soils help the absorption

of light and solar heating, with accumulation of the temperature that is liberated by night, producing in occasion’s beneficial mists.

All this makes the development of the vine easier and permits it to obtain wines of great complexity and high expression.
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Foundation date

 Number of associates

Vineyard surface area

Location

Winery capaciousness

Annual production

Exportation

Products

1986

250.000 Bottles

Exportations to U.S.A. start in a total of 21 states;1992 - 2008

a 30% of the total production is assigned for exportation. Also exportation
to: U.S.A., Norway, Finland, Holland, Belgium, Ireland, Germany,
Switzerland, Andorra and Japan.

1986 - 2005 Since this year we start to produce our
monovarietal wine Godello, our Classic Godeval.

2005 Made for the first time, “Godeval Cepas Vellas”
as the result of the recollected grapes that
proceed from the oldest vineyards of the property
and with the presence in its own plaited esparto
grass during approximately 5 months.

1990 We start to distill liqueur, with a production of
1,000 litres per year.

1992 We start distilling coffee spirit, with a production
of 1,000 litres per year.

1998 We start distilling Old liqueur, with a production
of 225 litres per year.

2 Hectares
5,5 Hectares
12 Hectares
23 Hectares

1986
1988
1990
2020

1986 Villamartín of Valdeorras (Spot of Outeiro)
1988 Move of social address and installations to

O Barco of Valdeorras (Monastery of Xagoaza)

18.000 Bottles
Approximately 150,000 Bottles

1986
1992 - 2007

5 Associates

S.A.t. Godeval


